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一、中文摘要

錯誤診斷協議問題(fault diagnosis agreement

problem)在一般性網路中被考慮，這個問題之目的

是要使每一個功能正常之處理機能檢查及找出一

個錯誤處理機之共同集合。一個以證據為基底之錯

誤診斷通訊協定被提出來解決這個問題。被提出之

通訊協定首先收集一個拜占庭協議問題中之交換

訊息作為證據，然後從收集之證據來檢查及找出那

些處理機發生了錯誤。接著把被檢查及找出的錯誤

處理機和它們連接之通訊線從網路中移除，使得網

路能被重組。。

關鍵詞：錯誤診斷協議、拜占庭協議、容錯計算

Abstract

The Fault Diagnosis Agreement (FDA)

problem is considered in a general network. The goal

of the FDA problem is to make each fault-free

processor detect/locate a common set of faulty

processors. An evidence-based fault diagnosis

protocol is proposed to solve the FDA problem. The

proposed protocol first collects the messages which

have accumulated in the BA protocol as the evidence.

By examining the collected evidence, a fault-free

processor can detect/locate which processor is faulty.

Then, the network can be reconfigured by removing

the detected faulty processors and the links connected

to these processors from the network.

Keywords: Fault Diagnosis Agreement, Byzantine

agreement , fault tolerance

二、緣由與目的

In order to maintain the performance and

integrity of a distributed system, fault diagnosis

models have been proposed to detect/locate faulty

processors. Under a distributed environment, two

fault diagnosis models, namely non-agreement [1, 23,

25, 32, 36] and agreement [33], have been presented

to identify faulty processors. An agreement approach

is more useful than a non-agreement approach for

fault diagnosis in a highly reliable fault tolerant

distributed system. For this reason, the fault

diagnosis agreement (FDA) problem [33] is

considered in this paper. The protocol designed for

the FDA problem should make each fault-free

processor detect/locate a common set of faulty

processors, and it must also satisfy the following

conditions:

(1) Consensus: All the fault-free processors identify

the common set of faulty processors. In other words,

the number of faulty processors and the identifiers of

these faulty processors are identical with respect to

each fault-free processor; and

(2) Fairness: No fault-free processor is falsely

detected as faulty by any fault-free processors.

In this project, the FDA problem is considered in

a network model with the following properties:

(1) The underlying network topology does not have

to be fully connected.

(2) More than one fault type can exist on the

processors (also referred to as mixed fault model
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or hybrid fault model [6, 13, 18, 31]). According

to the symptoms of faults, there are two broad

classes of faults, called dormant and arbitrary

faults, classified by Meyer and Pradhan [18]. A

dormant fault reflects the case where the fault

consists merely of omission of messages or delay

in sending or relaying messages while an

arbitrary fault can exhibit arbitrarily behavior.

(3) The relative processor speeds and communication

delays are finite and bounded, i.e., a synchronous

network [10, 30] is considered.

The FDA problem is considered for a synchronous

network in which the bounds on processing and the

communication delays of fault-free components are

finite [10, 30]. The notations are summarized below:

• N: the set of all processors, the processor’s

identifier is unique, and | N | = n .

• T: the Transmitter of a BA protocol.

• V: the set of all possible values of a BA protocol.

• vt: the initial value of T to be broadcast to all other

processors, and vt∈V.

• Pa: the number of processors subjected to an

arbitrary fault.

• Pd: the number of processors subjected to a

dormant fault.

• c: the connectivity of the underlying network.

Following the Menger theorem [7], at least c

disjoint paths exist between any pairs of

processors S and R if the connectivity of the

network is c. For any two paths, the only common

components are S and R.

Since the detected results among the fault-free

processors should be common, the constraints on

failures for the FDA problem should follow those of

the BA problem. Based on the constraints on failures

for the BA problem stated in [27, 28], the FDA

problem can be solved if:

(CF1) da PPn +> 3 , and

(CF2) da PPc +> 2 .

三. 結果與討論

To solve the fault diagnosis agreement (FDA)

problem, the proposed protocol, called FDAMIX,

first collects the received messages in the BA protocol

GPBA [27], designed for mixed fault model, as

evidence, and examines these evidence to

detect/locate faulty processors. FDAMIX examines

the messages which have accumulated from GPBA

for detecting/locating faulty processors. In each

round of GPBA, a processor should broadcast it’s

received messages. Therefore, a processor can be

detected/located as faulty by using the following

evidence: (1) It did not send out its messages; (2) it

sent an illegal message to the other processors; or (3)

it sent different messages to different processors.

Using these evidences, we propose two rules, namely

the local fault detection/location rule LR and the

global fault detection/location rule GR, to identify

the faulty processors. We distinguish between local

detection/location, which describes the detection of a

single processor by examining the locally collected

messages, and global detection/location, in which all

the fault-free processors have detected/located a

common set of faulty processors. With these two

rules, FDAMIX consists of (1) the Message-

collection, (2) Agreed-on, (3) Fault-diagnose, and (4)

Reconfiguration steps, used to detect/locate the faulty

processors. The main functions of these steps are

shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The procedure of FDAMIX.

Message-collection
step

Agreed-on
step

Reconfiguration
step

• Collect the messages which have accumulated in GPBA, IG-tree, as evidence
• Reach the local detected/located faults LFD   

• Execute n copies of GPBA
• Reach the common set of IG-trees IG

• Apply global fault detection/location rules GR to IG  to globally detect/locate the
faulty processors

• Reach the common set of global detected/located faults GFD

• Eliminate the processors included in GFD and the links connected to these
processors from the system

Fault-diagnosis
step
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